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Ben Sayers was formed as a company in 1873 and is thought to be the oldest golf company
in the world.
Ben Sayers started from humble beginnings, carrying out club repairs and making golf balls
by hand from a lean-to shed adjacent to the 18th tee at North Berwick Golf Club, which was
to become Ben’s first shop. It was from this shed that he started to acquire a reputation as a
golf club manufacturer and innovator, even making a set of clubs for King Edward VII in 1902!
Ben was also a highly acclaimed golfer himself and was particularly renowned for his
match play abilities. Throughout the late 1800s he was involved in many high-stakes matches
against the best golfers of his day with each match attracting thousands of spectators.
Ben played in 33 British Open Championships from 1880 to 1923 and although he never
managed to secure the coveted Claret Jug, he came close on many occasions, finishing in
the top 10 on 12 occasions and finishing as runner up in 1888. Ben played his last Open at
the age of 67 and in the following year, his final round of golf.
In 1913 Ben Sayers Junior joined the business. Young Ben was a very good golfer himself and
played matches alongside his father on many occasions, most famously
when representing Scotland in international matches against England.
By 1934, the demand for the Ben Sayers brand was growing and so
the business moved to a new factory in North Berwick. From this factory
Ben Sayers established a worldwide reputation for producing highquality, custom-made clubs, with clubs exported to all corners of
the globe, including America, South Africa, India, Canada and
Japan.
By the mid-1970s, production had risen from a few
hundred clubs per week to 5,000 per week and the
Ben Sayers & Son factory had become renowned for
creating revolutionary pieces of golfing equipment, from
gutta-percha balls and the “Benny” putter (the first to have a
square-edged handgrip) to, in later years, the first set of carbonshafted clubs and the first “oversized” driver. During this time Ben
Sayers even made a specially commissioned putter for Jack
Nicklaus.
Today, Ben Sayers manufactures a range of high-quality clubs, golf
bags, trolleys and accessories and supplies them all over the world.
Wherever a game of golf is being played you can guarantee a
Ben Sayers club will be present. How Ben would have enjoyed that,
and the fact that 145 years after he first got to work on those hickory
shafted clubs, his name is more prominent than ever in the world of
golf.
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FX Putter
• Traditional blade-style putter.
• A heel-shafted putter with an offset hosel promotes perfect
alignment and address position.
• Perimeter weighting around the clubface helps to increase the
moment of inertia (MOI), meaning that the putter face remains
square at impact for longer. This aids accuracy, resulting in more
putts being holed.
• The grooved putter face provides a solid and responsive feel so
that you instantly know if the putt has come off the centre of the
clubface.
• Includes a Ben Sayers grip and FX head cover.
G6372
MRH
G6400 6400 MLH

FX Putter
FX Putter

Traditional Putter
• A heel-shafted putter with an offset hosel promotes perfect
alignment and address position.
• Perimeter weighting around the clubface helps to increase
the moment of inertia (MOI), meaning that the putter face
remains square at impact for longer. This aids accuracy,
resulting in more putts being holed.
• A CNC milled face offers positive and responsive feedback
on every putt and a consistent roll at all times.
• Comes in a glare-reducing matte finish.
• Includes a Ben Sayers grip and XF Pro head cover.
G6358

MRH

Traditional Putter

Mallet Putter
• A traditionally-shaped mallet putter.
• Offers stability and consistency on every putt.
• A CNC milled face offers positive feedback and a consistent roll
on every putt.
• Comes in a glare-reducing matte finish.
• Fitted with a stepped steel shaft and a Ben Sayers grip as
standard.
• Includes an XF Pro head cover.
G6359
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MRH

Mallet Putter

XF Red Putters
• The XF Red putter range combines modern club head styling with a striking matte red finish to produce
four confidence inspiring putters to help players of all abilities to hole more putts on a consistent basis.
• All four putters are weighted in a manner that makes it easier to keep the putter on line throughout the
stroke, therefore improving accuracy.
• Each putter comes fitted with a premium, tapered, mid-size putter grip to accommodate all grip styles
and provide tour level feel and feedback, which leads to improved distance control.
• All XF Red putters include a premium XF Red head cover to keep your putter in pristine condition.

G6402

MRH

XF Red NB1

G6403
3

MRH

XF Red NB2

G6433

MRH

XF Red NB3

G6434
3

MRH

XF Red NB4
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Wedges
• The classic teardrop head shape gives you the confidence to
attack the pin and the versatility to hit whatever shot type is
demanded.
• The stainless steel club head provides excellent feel,
encouraging positive shot making and consistent ball striking
from even the most difficult of lies.
• Milled groove configurations have been developed to strict
manufacturing tolerances to aid spin control from all lies.
• Available in 52°, 56° and 60° lofts.
• All loft options come with a regular flex steel shaft.
G6401
G6356
G6357

52°
56°
60°

MRH
MRH
MRH

8° bounce
14° bounce
12° bounce

Chipper
• Centralised club head weighting encourages a positive, flowing chipping
action and solid feel at impact.
• Great for those tight lies around the green.
• A simple but effective concept offering impressive results.
• Includes an XF Pro head cover
G6371
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Regular Steel Flex

MRH

Package Sets
Ben Sayers’ 12-club M8 Package Sets offer everything you will need to get
out on the course and are a perfect set for those golfers who are new to
the game or those who want to buy a high-quality set of clubs for a very
reasonable price.
All of the M8 woods come fitted with regular flex graphite shafts and the
irons are available with either graphite or steel shafts, all of which are
designed to increase swing speed and promote a high-launching ball
flight. Effective weight distribution in the woods and irons also ensures that
the clubs are incredibly forgiving even on off-centre strikes.
All M8 package sets consist of:
• •

• A 10.5° (12° for ladies’ and youths’ sets) 460cc oversized titanium matrix
driver
• Matching oversized titanium matrix 3 (15°) and 5 (20°) woods
• A cutting edge 23° hybrid
• Seven stainless steel irons (5-SW)
• A classic mallet-style putter
• A top of the range stand or cart bag
• All woods come complete with M8 head covers
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Men’s Package Sets
• The M8 package set consists of a 10.5° 460cc oversized titanium matrix driver with matching
oversized titanium matrix 3 (15°) and 5 (20°) woods, all featuring tactical flight channels and an
aerodynamic crown design to improve club head speed and distance. A low centre of gravity
helps promote a high launch angle for increased distance, accuracy and forgiveness.
• The cutting edge 23° hybrid replaces the longer, harder to hit traditional long irons, incorporating
an offset hosel to promote straight hitting and eliminate slices. A low centre of gravity also helps
to promote a higher ball flight, resulting in increased distance and accuracy.
• All woods and utility clubs come complete with M8 head covers.
• The classic style, cavity-back, stainless steel irons (5-SW) utilise perimeter weighting and a wider
sole and top line to promote confident ball striking with maximum forgiveness and playability.
• The new mallet putter features alignment aids and delivers firm and responsive feedback on
every putt.
• All sets come with either a top of the range stand or cart bag offering all the features you would
expect from a Ben Sayers bag.
• 7 or 9 spacious pockets respectively, including a velour-lined valuables pocket and an
insulated cooler pocket for drinks and snacks.
• An 8-way divider top, an umbrella cord, towel carabiner and glove holder.
• All woods come fitted with graphite shafts and the irons are available with either graphite or
steel regular flex shaft options.
Our men’s package sets are available in a wide range of options, with different colour finishes (red,
blue and black), left and right-handed options, in standard and +1 inch length options.
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G6404
G6405
G6406
G6407
G6408
G6409
G6410

Graphite/Steel
Graphite/Steel
Graphite/Steel
Graphite/Steel
Graphite
Graphite
Graphite/Steel

MRH
M8 Package Set Blue (Stand Bag)
MRH+1” M8 Package Set Blue (Stand Bag)
MRH+1” M8 Package Set Blue (Cart Bag)
MRH
M8 Package Set Blue (Cart Bag)
MRH
M8 Package Set Blue (Cart Bag)
MRH
M8 Package Set Blue (Stand Bag)
MLH
M8 Package Set Blue (Stand Bag)

G6411
G6412

Graphite/Steel
Graphite/Steel

MRH
MRH

M8 Package Set Red (Stand Bag)
M8 Package Set Red (Cart Bag)

G6413
G6414

Graphite/Steel
Graphite/Steel

MRH
MRH

M8 Package Set Black (Stand Bag)
M8 Package Set Black (Cart Bag)

Men’s Package Set

Men’s Package Set

Men’s Package Set
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Ladies’ Package Set
• The ladies’ M8 package set consists of a 12° 460cc oversized
titanium matrix driver with matching oversized titanium matrix
3 (15°) and 5 (20°) woods, all featuring tactical flight channels
and an aerodynamic crown design to promote a lower centre
of gravity and higher launch angle for increased distance,
accuracy and maximum forgiveness.
• The cutting edge 23° hybrid replaces the longer, harder to hit
traditional long irons, incorporating an offset hosel to promote
straight hitting and eliminate slices. A low centre of gravity
also helps to promote a higher ball flight, resulting in increased
distance and accuracy.
• All woods and utility clubs come complete with M8 head covers.
• The classic style cavity-back stainless steel irons (5-SW) utilise
perimeter weighting and a wider sole and top line to promote
confident ball striking with maximum forgiveness and increased
playability.
• The new classic mallet-style putter features alignment aids and
delivers firm and responsive feedback on every putt.
• All sets come with a top of the range cart bag offering all the
features you would expect from a Ben Sayers bag.
• 9 spacious pockets, including two velour-lined valuables
pockets and an insulated cooler pocket for drinks and snacks.
• An 8-way divider top, an umbrella cord, towel carabiner and
glove holder.
• The ladies’ M8 package set is available in purple and all clubs
are fitted with high performance lightweight graphite shafts.
G6418
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Graphite

LRH

M8 Package Set Purple (Cart Bag)

Youths’/Ladies’ Package Sets
• The turquoise and sky blue M8 package sets consist of a 12°
460cc oversized titanium matrix driver with matching oversized
titanium matrix 3 (15°) and 5 (20°) woods, all featuring tactical
flight channels and an aerodynamic crown design to promote
a lower centre of gravity and higher launch angle for increased
distance, accuracy and maximum forgiveness.
G6415• The cutting edge 23° hybrid replaces the longer, harder to hit
traditional long irons, incorporating an offset hosel to promote
straight hitting and eliminate slices. A low centre of gravity
also helps to promote a higher ball flight, resulting in increased
distance and accuracy.
• All woods and utility clubs come complete with M8 head covers.
• The classic style cavity-back stainless steel irons (5-SW) utilise
perimeter weighting and a wider sole and top line to promote
confident ball striking with maximum forgiveness and increased
playability.
• The new classic mallet-style putter features alignment aids and
delivers firm and responsive feedback on every putt.
• All sets come with a top of the range cart bag offering all the
features you would expect from a Ben Sayers bag.
• 9 spacious pockets, including two velour-lined valuables
pockets and an insulated cooler pocket for drinks and snacks.
• An 8-way divider top, an umbrella cord, towel carabiner and
glove holder.
• The turquoise and sky blue M8 package sets are unisex packages
aimed at both youths and ladies. All clubs are fitted with
lightweight, high-performance graphite shafts that promote
faster swing speeds and a higher launching ball flight.
G6415
G6416
G6417

Graphite
Graphite
Graphite

YRH/LRH M8 Package Set Turquoise (Cart Bag)
YRH/LRH M8 Package Set Sky Blue (Cart Bag)
YLH/LLH M8 Package Set Sky Blue (Cart Bag)
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Junior Package Sets
• These four-club junior package sets include all the equipment required to enable juniors to
take their first steps into the game of golf.
• The sets include a high-lofted 14° driver, which comes with its own head cover to protect the
club, two irons (a combined 7/9 iron and a P/S wedge) and a mid-sized mallet putter with a
stylish face insert and alignment aid to promote confident putting.
• The driver is fitted with a mid-kick graphite shaft and weighted sole plate that lowers the
centre of gravity to promote a high launch angle, increased distance and forgiveness.
• The two irons have a sleek head design with a wide sole and perimeter weighting to offer
extra forgiveness and increased playability.
• The junior stand bag includes a 5½” top cuff with a 4-way divider for convenient club
positioning and has three zip pockets and a mesh bottle holder, ensuring there is plenty of
space to store golf accessories.
• The bag comes complete with a hardwearing base and pop-out stand.
• The lightweight design and padded double shoulder strap ensures that the bag is extremely
light and comfortable to carry.
• The junior package sets are available in two colours, blue and orange, and each colour style
is available in two different sizes, one to suit 5-8 year olds and one to suit 9-11 year olds.
G4974
G6390
G4975
G6391
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Grp
Grp
Grp
Grp

JRH M1i Junior 5-8 yrs (Stand Bag) Orange
JRH M1i Junior 5-8 yrs (Stand Bag) Blue
JRH M1i Junior 9-11 yrs (Stand Bag) Orange
JRH M1i Junior 9-11 yrs (Stand Bag) Blue

6” Stand Bag
•
•
•
•

Lightweight, pencil carry bag.
6” top cuff with a four-way divider that can accommodate a full set of golf clubs.
Fully-adjustable dual shoulder strap with padded lumbar support.
Includes an umbrella cord, towel carabiner and Velcro glove holder
Available in Black/Blue and Black/Red
G6338-01 Black/Blue 6” Stand Bag

G6339-01 Black/Red 6” Stand Bag

DLX Cart Bag
• The Ben Sayers DLX Cart Bags feature an 8.5’’ top cuff with a 14-way, graphite-friendly
divider system.
• The bags are made from a lightweight but rugged material to reduce weight and ensure
longevity of use.
• The bags are fitted with a non-slip base for secure trolley use.
• For added convenience, grab handles have been fitted at the top and bottom of the bag
for easy transportation.
• Features nine spacious pockets, including a velour-lined valuables pocket, large clothing
pockets and an insulated cooler pocket, ensuring there is plenty of room for all your
clothing, accessories and equipment.
• Additional features include an umbrella cord, towel carabiner, Velcro glove holder and
detachable rain hood.
Available in Black/Blue, Black/Red, Black/White and Grey/Turquoise.
G6423

Black/Blue

G6424
G6113

Black/Red

G6425

Black/White

Black/Red

G6113

Black/Sky Blue

G6426

Grey/Turquoise
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DLX Stand Bag
• The Ben Sayers DLX Stand Bags feature an 8.5” top cuff with a 14-way, graphite-friendly divider system
and a high quality stand mechanism.
• The bags are made from a lightweight but rugged material to reduce weight and ensure longevity of
use.
• The fully-adjustable dual shoulder strap and padded lumbar support ensures that the weight is spread
evenly across the shoulders making the bags incredibly comfortable to carry.
• For added convenience, grab handles have been fitted at the top and bottom of the bag for easy
transportation.
• Features six spacious pockets, including a velour-lined valuables pocket, large clothing pocket and an
insulated cooler pocket, ensuring that there is plenty of room for all of your clothing, accessories and
equipment.
• Additional features include an umbrella cord, towel carabiner, Velcro glove holder and detachable rain
hood.
Available in Black/Blue, Black/Red, Grey/Turquoise and Black/White.
G6419
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Black/Blue

G6420

Black/Red

G6421

Grey/Turquoise

G6422

Black/White

Hydra Pro Waterproof Stand Bag
• The Ben Sayers Hydra Pro Waterproof Stand Bag features an 8.5” top cuff with
a 14-way graphite-friendly divider system and a high quality stand mechanism.
• The bags are made from a polyester-based waterproof fabric and feature
thermo-sealed pocket seams to ensure that your equipment remains dry.
• The stylish design and bold colours ensure that the Hydra Pro range is both
practical and looks great.
• The ergonomic shoulder strap and hip pad are also fully waterproof and grab
handles at the top and bottom of the bag ensure that this bag is incredibly
easy and comfortable to carry and transport.
• The bag includes seven thermo-sealed pockets to ensure that all of your
clothing and equipment remains dry despite the weather. These pockets
include a velour-lined valuables pocket, an insulated cooler pocket and a fulllength clothing pocket.
• Additional features include an umbrella cord, towel carabiner, Velcro glove
holder and detachable rain hood.
•
G6428
Grey/Red Hydra Pro Waterproof Stand Bag

Hydra Pro Waterproof Cart Bag
• The Ben Sayers Hydra Pro Waterproof Cart Bag features an 8.5” top cuff with a
14-way graphite-friendly divider system.
• The bags are made from a polyester-based waterproof fabric and feature
thermo-sealed pocket seams to ensure that your equipment remains dry.
• The stylish designs and bold colours ensure that the Hydra Pro range is both
practical and looks great.
• The ergonomic shoulder strap and hip pad are also fully waterproof and grab
handles at the top and bottom of the bag ensure that this bag is incredibly
easy and comfortable to carry and transport.
• The bag includes nine thermo-sealed pockets to ensure that all of your clothing
and equipment remains dry despite the weather. These pockets include a
velour-lined valuables pocket, an insulated cooler pocket and two full-length
clothing pockets.
• The bag is fitted with a non-slip base for secure trolley use.
• Additional features include an umbrella cord, towel carabiner, Velcro glove
holder and detachable rain hood.
G6427 Grey/Blue Hydra Pro Waterproof Cart Bag
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Two-Wheel Trolley
• Lightweight, compact and robust steel frame construction.
• Ergonomic grab handle.
• Weather-proof scorecard holder complete with tee and ball
storage space.
• Removable wheels for ease of storage.
• Includes a free drinks bottle and holder.
G5203-01

Ben Sayers Two-Wheel Trolley

Three-Wheel Trolley
•
•
•
•

Lightweight, compact aluminium frame construction.
Ergonomic grab handle.
Weather-proof scorecard holder.
Quick-release wheel system for ease of storage (including front
wheel).
• Wide wheelbase for optimum balance and easy manoeuvrability.
G5205-01
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Ben Sayers Aluminium Three Wheel Trolley

Deluxe Three-Wheel Easy-Fold Trolley
• Lightweight, aluminium alloy frame construction.
• One button, easy-fold mechanism enables the trolley to be folded flat in
seconds.
• Ergonomic grab handle includes a drinks holder, scorecard holder, tee and ball
storage space, a storage compartment and a material pouch for accessories.
Wide wheelbase ensures optimum balance and easy manoeuvrability.
• Quick-release wheels for ease of storage (including front wheel).
• Features a click on, click off footbrake.
• Comes with a free umbrella holder which can be stored away behind the
handle when not in use.
• Adjustable height handle to cater to golfers of all heights.
G5230

Ben Sayers Deluxe Three-Wheel Easy-Fold Trolley
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Lead Acid Battery Electric Trolley
• Features a huge 200W motor which will tackle even the steepest of courses. This
motor is powered by a 12V/36AH lead-acid battery, which allows for up to 36
holes to be played without charging.
• The incredibly lightweight, aluminium frame is equipped with dual handle
controls to ensure that the trolley is suitable for both left and right handed
golfers.
• The trolley is fitted with a seven-speed control dial, along with a pre-set
distance function which allows you to send your trolley forward by 10m, 20m or
30m.
• A unique memory feature allows you to pre-set your required speed.
• This item includes an automatic cut-off charger to prevent the battery from
overcharging.
• The trolley comes complete with a free accessory pack which carries a
recommended retail price of £149.99 and includes an accessory station,
umbrella holder, scorecard holder, drinks holder, rain cover and a carry bag.
• Our trolleys come with a one year warranty.
Available in Black, Black/Red and White/Blue.
G5206
G5209
G5221
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Ben Sayers Lead Acid Battery Electric Trolley - Black
Ben Sayers Lead Acid Battery Electric Trolley - White/Blue
Ben Sayers Lead Acid Battery Electric Trolley – Black/Red

Remote Control Electric Trolley
• Features a huge 200W motor which will tackle even the steepest of courses. This
motor is powered by a 12V/36AH lead-acid battery, which allows for 36 holes to
be played without charging.
• Control your trolley by remote control from a range of up to 150 metres.
• The incredibly lightweight aluminium frame is equipped with dual handle
controls to ensure that the trolley is suitable for both left and right handed
golfers.
• The trolley is fitted with a seven-speed control dial, along with a pre-set
distance function which allows you to send your trolley forward by 10m, 20m or
30m.
• A unique memory feature allows you to pre-set your required speed.
• Fitted with an automatic cut-off charger to prevent the battery from
overcharging.
• The trolley comes complete with a free accessory pack which carries a
recommended retail price of £149.99 and includes an accessory station,
umbrella holder, scorecard holder, drinks holder, rain cover and a carry bag.
• Our trolleys come with a one year warranty.
G5208

Ben Sayers Remote Control Electric Trolley
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Lithium Battery Electric Trolley
• Features a huge 200W motor which will tackle even the steepest of courses. This
motor is powered by a 14.4V/20AH lithium battery, which lasts up to five times
longer than a traditional lead-acid battery and allows for 36 holes to be played
without charging.
• The incredibly lightweight aluminium frame is equipped with dual handle
controls to ensure that the trolley is suitable for both left and right handed
golfers.
• The trolley is fitted with a seven-speed control dial, along with a pre-set
distance function which allows you to send your trolley forward by 10m, 20m or
30m.
• A unique memory feature allows you to pre-set your required speed.
• Fitted with an automatic cut-off charger to prevent the battery from
overcharging.
• The trolley comes complete with a free accessory pack which carries a
recommended retail price of £149.99 and includes an accessory station,
umbrella holder, scorecard holder, drinks holder, rain cover and a carry bag.
• Our trolleys come with a one year warranty.
G5207
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Ben Sayers Lithium Battery Electric Trolley

Travel Cover
• The Ben Sayers Travel Cover can accommodate all golf bags
with a top cuff smaller than 10”.
• Nylon construction for extreme durability with additional
internal padding to protect clubs during transit.
• Two external securing straps with quick release buckles.
• Hardwearing inline wheels with half-back, kick-plate rails for
increased protection and mobility.
• Padded grab handles on top and side of travel cover.
G5803-02

Ben Sayers Travel Cover

XF Laser Rangefinder
• The Pinseeker function enables the device to instantly identify
the distance to the pin from up to 400 metres away.
• Accurate to within one yard.
• 6x magnification.
• Displays distances in either metres or yards.
• Features a vibration-lock function which causes the device to
vibrate when it has locked onto the target.
• Requires one CR2 3V battery to power the device.
• Water resistant.
• The XF Laser Rangefinder comes with a carry pouch, cleaning
cloth and carry strap.
G6500

Ben Sayers XF Laser Rangefinder
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All matter that
passes through
a Central Reverse
Polarity Field is
subjected to the
additional ‘kick’ of
three opposed
directional forces

Magnotherapy Bands

Molecules that exit a
Central Reverse Polarity
field are more efficient
than standard magnets

Bioflow wristbands (as worn by Ryder Cup winner, Lee Westwood) use a
powerful magnetic field to improve circulation, ensuring that a greater
number of oxygen-carrying red blood cells and healing white blood
cells reach every part of the body, aiding pain relief.
Available in three different styles; Sport, Slim and Twin.

Sport Bands

Slim Bands
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Twin Bands

Sport Bands
G1002-Blk-XS - Bioflow Black
G1002-Blk-S - Bioflow Black
G1002-Blk-M - Bioflow Black
G1002-Blk-L - Bioflow Black
G1002-Blk-XL - Bioflow Black
G1004-Red-XS - Bioflow Red
G1004-Red-S - Bioflow Red
G1004-Red-M - Bioflow Red
G1004-Red-L - Bioflow Red
G1004-Red-XL- Bioflow Red
G1005-Blue –XS - Bioflow Blue
G1005-Blue -S - Bioflow Blue
G1005-Blue -M - Bioflow Blue
G1005-Blue-L - Bioflow Blue
G1005-Blue-XL - Bioflow Blue
G1021-Blk/Red-S - Bioflow Black/Red
G1021-Blk/Red-M - Bioflow Black/Red
G1021-Blk/Red-L - Bioflow Black/Red
G1012-XS - Bioflow Neon Blue/White
G1012-S - Bioflow Neon Blue/White
G1012-M - Bioflow Neon Blue/White
G1012-L - Bioflow Neon Blue/White
G1013-XS - Bioflow Neon Black/Blue
G1013-S - Bioflow Neon Black/Blue
G1013-M - Bioflow Neon Black/Blue
G1013-L - Bioflow Neon Black/Blue
G1013-XL- Bioflow Neon Black/Blue
G1014-XS - Bioflow Neon White/Blue
G1014-S - Bioflow Neon White/Blue
G1014-M - Bioflow Neon White/Blue
G1014-L - Bioflow Neon White/Blue
G1029-XS - Bioflow Sport Bright Green/White
G1029-XL - Bioflow Sport Bright Green/White
G1030-XS - Bioflow Sport Grey/White
G1030-S - Bioflow Sport Grey/White
G1030-M - Bioflow Sport Grey/ White
G1030-L - Bioflow Sport Grey/White
G1030-XL - Bioflow Sport Grey/White
G1031-XS - Bioflow Sport Jade/White
G1031-S - Bioflow Sport Jade/White

G1031-M - Bioflow Sport Jade/White
G1031-L - Bioflow Sport Jade/White
G1031-XL - Bioflow Sport Jade/White
G1033-XS - Bioflow Sport Neon Pink/White
G1033-M - Bioflow Sport Neon Pink/White
G1033-L - Bioflow Sport Neon Pink/White
G1034-XS - Bioflow Sport Neon Yellow/White
G1034-S - Bioflow Sport Neon Yellow White
G1034-M - Bioflow Sport Neon Yellow/White
G1034-L - Bioflow Sport Neon Yellow/White
G1036-S - Bioflow Sport White/Pink
G1036-M - Bioflow Sport White/Pink
G1036-L - Bioflow Sport White/Pink
G1038-S - Bioflow Sport Turquoise/White
G1038-M - Bioflow Sport Turquoise/White
G1038-L - Bioflow Sport Turquoise/White
G1038-XL - Bioflow Sport Turquoise/White
Slim Bands
B-1435 - Bioflow Sport Slim S Blk/White
B-1436 - Bioflow Sport Slim M Blk/White
B-1437 - Bioflow Sport Slim L Blk/White
B-1438 - Bioflow Sport Slim S Blk/Neon Blue
B-1439 - Bioflow Sport Slim M Blk/Neon Blue
B-1440 - Bioflow Sport Slim L Blk/Neon Blue
B-1441 - Bioflow Sport Slim S Blk/Red
B-1442 - Bioflow Sport Slim M Blk/Red
B-1443 - Bioflow Sport Slim L Blk/Red
B-1444 - Bioflow Sport Slim S Blk/Pink
B-1445 - Bioflow Sport Slim M Blk/Pink
B-1446 - Bioflow Sport Slim L Blk/Pink

Twin Bands
G1035-XS - Bioflow Twin Orange/White Twin
G1035-S - Bioflow Twin Orange/White Twin
G1035-M - Bioflow Twin Orange/White Twin
G1035-L - Bioflow Twin Orange/White Twin
G1035-XL- Bioflow Twin Orange/White Twin
G1039-XS - Bioflow Twin Black Lime Green
G1039-S - Bioflow Twin Black/Lime Green
G1039-M - Bioflow Twin Black/Lime Green
G1039-L - Bioflow Twin Black Lime Green
G1039-XL - Bioflow Twin Black/Lime Green
G1040-XS - Bioflow Twin Black/Pink
G1040-S - Bioflow Twin Black/Pink
G1040-M - Bioflow Twin Black/Pink
G1040-L - Bioflow Twin Black/Pink
G1040-XL - Bioflow Twin Black/Pink
G1041-XS- Bioflow Twin White/Black
G1041-S - Bioflow Twin White Black
G1041-M - Bioflow Twin White Black
G1041-L - Bioflow Twin White Black
G1041-XL - Bioflow Twin White Black
G1042-XS - Bioflow Twin Yellow Black
G1042-S - Bioflow Twin Yellow Black
G1042-M - Bioflow Twin Yellow Black
G1042-L - Bioflow Twin Yellow Black
G1042-XL - Bioflow Twin Yellow Black
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Ben Sayers®
35 Tameside Drive
Castle Bromwich
Birmingham
B35 7AG
t: 0121 748 8000
info@bensayers.com
sales@bensayers.com

www.bensayers.com

